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Abstract 
We give an alternative proof of the duality theorem for crossed products of Hilbert 
C* -modules by abelian group actions by using the d叫 itytheorem for crossed products 
of Hilbert C* -modules by coactions. 
1. Introduction 
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Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system, that is, a triple (A, G, a) consisting of a 
C* -algebra A, a locally compact group G with left invariant Haar measure ds and a group 
homomorphism a from G into the automorphism group of A such that Gぅt→ at(X) 
is continuous for each x in A in the norm topology. Denote by L1(A, G) the Banach*-
algebra of al Bochner integrable A-valued functions on G (see [4, 7.6] for the Banach* -
algebra structure). Then the C* -crossed product A x。Gof A by G is the enveloping 
C*-algebra of L1(A, G), and we denote by A Xa,r G the reduced crossed product which 
is a certain quotient of A Xa G. Suppose that X is an A-Hilbert module with an a-
compatible action 7 of G. Let C(L2(G)) be the set of al compact operators onび(G)
and let X@ C(L2(G)) be the external tensor product of X and C(L2(G)), which is an 
A⑧ C(L2(G))-Hilbert module, where we always take the minimum C*-tensor product 
for C* -algebras. 
In [2, Theorem 3.6], the author has proved the first d叫 itytheorem: 
Theorem (Duality I). If G is abelian, then there exists the dual actionりofthe dual 
group G of G on the crossed product X x rJ G such that the (A x a G) x a G)-Hilbert （
module (X xrJG) x分Gis isomorphic to the (A⑧ C (L2 (G)))-Hilbert module X⑧ C(び(G)).
Further in the same paper, he also has proved the second duality theorem: 
Theorem (Duality II). If G is a locally compact group, then there exist a coaction 6 A of 
G on the reduced crossed product Ax a,r G and a coaction 6 x of G on the reduced crossed 
product X xrJ,r G such that the ((A Xa,r G) x6A G)-Hilbert module (X xrJ,r G) x6x G is 
isomorphic to the (A⑧ C (L2 (G)))-Hilbert module X式（び(G)).
These theorems were proved by the author to be mutually independent. The purpose 
of this paper is to give an alternative proof of the first duality theorem by using the second 
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duality theorem. One merit of the alternative proof to be presented is that the proof is 
much shorter and much simpler than the original one. However the relation between the 
dual action ifofりon(X x77G) x託Gand the action T/RAdp on XRC (L2 (G)) does not 
follow immediately from the proof, where p isthe right regular representation of G on 
び(G).On the other hand, one merit of the original proof is that the relation between 
T/ and T/RAdp follows easily from the proof. Nevertheless, in almost al applications, it 
would be sufficient only to use that (X x 7 G) x託Gis isomorphic to XRC (だ(G)).
2. Notation and Preliminaries 
First recall the definition of a Hilbert C* -module. Let A be a C* -algebra. By a left 
Hilbert A-module (or a left A-Hilbert module), we mean a left A-module X equipped 
with an A-valued pairing〈.'.〉(calledan A-valued inner product), which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(Hl) 〈.'.〉issesquilinear. (We make the convention that〈.'.〉islinear in the first 
variable and is conjugate-linear in the second variable.) 
(H2)〈x,y〉=〈y,x〉*for al x, y E X. 
(H3)〈ax,y〉=a〈x,y〉foral x, y EX and al a EA. 
(H4) <x,x>~0 for al x E X, and〈x,x〉=0 implies that x = 0.
(H5) X is a Banach space with respect to the norm lxl = I〈x,x〉I2. 
Let B be a C*-algebra. Right Hilbert B-modules are defined similarly except that 
we require that B should act on the right of X, that the B-valued inner product〈.'.〉
should be conjugate-linear in the first variable, and that〈X,yb〉=〈X'y〉bfor al 
x, y E X and al b E B. 
A representation of a left A-and right B-Hilbert module X is a triple (7r小 nx,7r叫
consisting of nondegenerate representations 1r A and咋 ofA and B on Hilbert spaces 
叫 andHB, respectively, together with a linear map冗x:X→ B(HB, 1-い） such that 
(Rl) nx(ax) =冗i(a)冗x(x)and nx(xb) =冗x(x)乃 (b)'
(R2) 1r Aい〈x,y〉)= nx(x)冗x(y)*and 1r瓜〈x,y〉叫＝冗¥'."(x)*nx(y)
for al a E A,x,y EX, and b EB, where B(加，い） denotes the set of al bounded 
linear operators from加 intoHA. 
Let (A, G, a) and (B, G, /3) be C*-dynamical systems. Suppose that TJ is an a-
compatible and /3-compatible action of G on a left A-and right B-Hilbert module X, that 
is, T/ is a group homomorphism from G into the group of invertible linear transformations 
on X such that 
(El)りt(a.X) = CYt(a)TJt(X) and TJt(X. b) = T/t(X)内(b);
(E2) A〈叫X),TJ心）〉=CYt(A〈x,y〉)and〈T/t(X), TJ心）厄＝功(〈x,y〉叫
for each t E G, a E A, b E B, x, y E X; and such that t→ 叫x)is continuous from G 
into X for each x E X innorm. 
Then there exists a left (A Xa G)-and right (B x13 G)-Hilbert module X xrJ G 
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containing a dense subspace K(X, G) such that 
(f・:c)(s) = j f(t)ri心(t―ls))dt,
G 
(x・g)(s) = J x(t)功(g(t―1s))dt,
AxaG〈x,y〉(s)= j~ 心 (st―1)'叫y(t―1)〉dt,
〈x,y〉Bxfa(s)= J内-1(〈x(t), y(ts)〉叫dt
G 
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for f E K(A, G), x, y E K(X, G), and g E K(B, G). We call X Xr, G the (ful) crossed 
product of X by G. Here K(X, G) (resp. K(A, G) and K(B, G)) denotes the set of 
continuous functions from G into X (resp. A and B) with compact support. 
From now on, without loss of generality we may suppose that X is a right Hilbert 
A-module with the A-inner product〈.'.〉.We define a linear operator釘，yonX by 
釘，y(z)= X・〈y'z〉
for al x, y, z EX. We denote byだ(X)the C*-algebra generated by the set {8x,y I xy E 
X }. Then Xis a leftに(X)-Hilbertmodule with respect to the natural left action defined 
by t・x = t(x) fort E K(X) and x EX, with the inner product JC(X)〈x,y〉三 Bx,y・
Throughout this paper, for a given representation (冗rl)of A, we always denote by 
ir the representation of A on the Hilbert space L況 G)defined by 
（元(a)e)(t)= 1r(at—1(a))~(t) 
for a E A,~E L召rl,G), where L2(rl, G) is the Hilbert space of al square integrable 
functions from G into rl. Define a unitary representationいonび(rl,G) by 
（入Ase)(t)=~(s—lt). 
Then (元い，び(rl,G)) is a covariant representation of A, and the corresponding repre-
sentation元xいofAx。Gis defined by 
（元 xい）(x) = j社(x(s))入Asds 
G 
for x E K(A, G). If 1r is faithful, then (元 xい）(A x a G) is called the reduced C* -crossed 
product of A by G and we denote it by A Xa,r G. 
For K(X), we consider the C*-dynamical system (K(X), G, AdrJ). Then T/on the left 
K(X)-Hilbert module X becomes an AdrJ-compatible action of G. Let (1rに 1rx, 1r A) be a 
representation of X into B (加加） • Define a representation irx of X into B(L2(rlA, G), 
び(rlJC,G)) by 
げx(沢）(t) =冗")((T/い (x))~(t)
for X EX t E G and e E£2ぽA,G). Then th e representation (1r戸 X,戸，入又い） of 
X into B(L2(rlA, G), び（狐G))satisfies the covariant condition, that is, 
（元x(TJs(x))e)(t)= ((入J(ほx(x).\A:)~)(t)
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for s, t E G and~E L 2ぽA,G) A . Hence we can define the representation冗'<"X入 of
X xTJ G into B(L2(1-lA, G), び（狐G))by 
げxxい）(x) = j irx(x(s))入Asds 
G 
for x E K(X, G). Suppose that 7TK, and 7TA are faithful representations of K(X) and 
A, respectively. Then 7T x is automatically faithful and we consider the representation 
ぅTXXいofX xTJ G into B(び（叩G),び（翫G)).We say thatげxxい）(X xTJ G) is 
the reduced crossed product of X by G, and denote it by X xTJ,r G. It is easy to verify 
that X xTJ,r G is a right (A Xa,r G)-Hilbert module. We remark that X xTJ,r G does not 
depend on the choice of a pair of faithful representations 7TK, and 7T A of K(X) and A. 
We denote by W c the unitary operator onび(Gx G) defined by 
(W戊）(s, t) =~(s, s―1 t)for~E L 2 (Gx G) and s, t E G. 
Let入bethe left regular representation of G onび(G),and define the representation 3:
of L1(G) onび(G)by 
>.u) = J f(s)入.,ds
G 
for f E L1 (G). Then the reduced group C* -algebra c; (G) of G is defined as the norm 
closure of ;(L1 (G)) in the set of al bounded linear operators onび(G).If there is no 
confusion, we write入(J)for ;(!) above. 
Let A be a C*-algebra and denote by M(A 0min心(G))the multiplier algebra for 
the minimum C* -tensor product A 0min己(G). We then define the C* -subalgebra 
祐A@min心(G))of M(A 0min心(G))by 
訂(A0min心(G))= 
{m E M(A 0min心(G))lm(l 0 z), (1 0 z)m EA 0min心(G)for al z E釘(G)}.
Consider the homomorphism妬 fromc; (G) into訂心(G)0min心(G))defined by 
<5c(入(!))= W c(入(!)⑧ l)W c* for f E L1(G). 
Letふ1be a coaction of a locally compact group G on A, that is, <5 A is an injective 
homomorphism from A into M (ARmin心(G))satisfying: 
(Cl) there is an approximate identity {叫 forA such that心(ei)→ 1 strictly in 
訂(ARmin心(G));
(C2) (八 Rid)(ふ4(a))= (idR 妬）(<5 A (a)) for al a E A, where we always denote by id 
the identity map on each considered set. 
Let Co (G) be the set of al continuous functions on G vanishing at infinity. We 
denote by M f the multi plication operator on L2 (G) given by f E C0 (G) which is defined 
by 
(M1~)(t) = f(t)~(t) 
for all~E び (G). Then the crossed product A x6A G of A by 6A is the C*-subalgebra 
of M(ARC(び(G)))generated by the set {<5A(a)(lRM1)/a E A,f E Co(G) }. We 
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say that a linear map八 froma right A-Hilbert module X into the multiplier module 
M(XR 心(G))is a <5A-compatible coaction of the locally compact group G on X if <5 x 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(Dl) <5x(x)(1A⑳ z) lies in XR 心(G)for al XE X and z E c;(G); 
(D2) <5x(x・a)= <5x(x)・6A(a) for al x EX and a EA; 
(D3) 6Aい〈x,y〉)＝〈<5x(x), <5x(y)〉M(A訊nin釘 (G));
(D4) (<5xRid) o八=(idR 妬） 0パ
For simplicity, suppose that C直 lgebrasA and K(X) are concretely represented on 
Hilbert spaces'HA and'H,c, respectively. Given a 6A-compatible coaction <5x of G on X, 
the crossed product X XJx G of X by bx is the right (A x6A G)-Hilbert closed submodule 
of M(XR 心(G))c B(び（冗t,G),L叫 G))generated by the set { <5 x (x) (1屈 M1)lxE 
X, f E Co(G) }. Then the inner product on X XJx G is given in terms of the us叫
operator adjoint * : B(L2ぽA,G),び（翫G))→ B(び（翫G),び（冗1,G)) by 
〈x,y〉Ax8Ac= x*y for x,y EX XJx G. 
Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system and let A Xa,r G be the reduced C*-crossed 
product of A by G. If 1r A isa faithful representation of A on a Hilbert space'H, (五 X
い，L闘 G))is a faithful representation of A Xa,r G. Then 
（う臼 x い） R id)(J(x)) = (lA R Wり（（五 x い） R id)(x R l)(lA R W c*) 
for x EA Xa,r G defines a nondegenerate coaction <5 of G on A Xa,r G, which is called a 
dual coaction. Let X be a right A-Hilbert module with an a-compatible action 7 of G. 
We then regard X as a K(X)-A-Hilbert module and let (1rに 1rx, 1r A) be a representation 
of X, where (冗恥） and (1r小い） are representations of K(X) and A, respectively. If 
バxis a faithful representation of X into B叫恥）， KXXいisa faithful representation 
of X xTJ,r G. Denote by lK the identity of the multiplier algebra M(K(X)) for K(X). 
Then a dual coaction 6 x of G on X x TJ,rG is defined by 
((iix Xい）⑧id) (ふ~(x)) = (lKRWり（（元'("Xい） Rid)(xR1)(1い Wい
for x EX xTJ,r G. 
3. An Alternative Proof of the First Duality Theorem 
Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system and let X be an A-Hilbert module with 
an a-compatible action rJ of G. Now we suppose that G is a locally compact abelian 
group and we denote by G its dual group. Let (1rに 1rx濯A)be a representation of X, 
where (1r小 'H)is the universal representation of A. We use the notation in§2 without 
comment. Now we are in a position to give a proof. 
Proof of the first duality theorem. Take any x E K(X, G). Define the unitary represen-
tation U of G onい('H,G) by 
(U,()(t) = < t,, >((t) 
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for r E G and (Eび（冗G),where < t,, > means the value of, at t. Since り~(x)(t) = 
< t,, >x(t), it follows from a straightforward calculation that 
り~(x) = U,xu;. 
- A ― Consider the faithful representation 7r xx入 ofX x TJ,rG and denote by入theregular 
＾＾ representation of G on L況 Gx G). Then (八 xい）-x~is a faithful representation 
＾ ＾ of (X xTJ,r G) xri,r G. H - A ere we remark that 1rx x入 isG-equivariant, that is, 
げxxい）仇(x))=い（元~X い）(x)u; 
for al r E G and al x E K(X, G). In fact, we have 
げxxい）（元(x))= ./ irx(元(x)(t))応 dt= 1f X (< t, "/ > X (t) ,¥At dt 
= .l< t,'Y >irx(x(t); 入Atdt = .lU況x(x(t);~,仄dt=uげ xxい）(x)U;. 
Let F be the isometry fromび(H,G x G)ontoび(H,G x G) defined by 
(F~)(s, t) = .I< t,ぅ >~(s,'Y) d-y for~E K('li,G x G). 
8 
Then we have 
(Fげxxい）～（叫Fて）(s, t) 
= .I<t,'Y>((八 x入斤(x)F*E)(s,"f) d"f 
=; <t,'Y >信xxい）（叫(x))只）(s,'Y) d"f 
=; <t,'Y >(U亨xxい）(x)U戸）(s,'Y) d"f 
=lくい ><s,'Y>((八 xい） (x)U~ 臼）(s,'Y) d"f 
=; <t, ぅ＞く s,"f > ./ 1rx('T/-s(x(k)))(U'YF*E)(s -k, "f) dkd"f 
8 
= ./ < t,'Y > < s,'Y > G 1rx('T/-s(x(k)))< s -k, "f >(F* E)(s -k,'Y) dkd"f 
8 
= kla <k-t,"/>1f; い (x(k)))la < l,'Y > (,(s -k, l) dldkd"f 
= f ././< l -t,'Y > 1rx(ry_s(x(k)))(,(s -k, l -k) dldkd"f 
G G G 
= ./ 1rx(r1-h(k))) f ./<l-t,'Y>E(s-k,l-k)dld"fdk 
G G G 
= ./ 1rx('T/-s(x(k)))(,(s -k, t -k) dk 
G 
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= j 1rx('1-h(k)))((l⑧ W謬）(s -k't -s) dk 
= J 1rx (7/-,(x(k))) (入AkR1)((1⑧ W訳）(s, t -s) dk 
G 
＝（げxxい）(x)0id)((l⑧W謬）(s,t-s) 
= (1⑧Wり（（八 xい）(x) 0 id)((l 0~ 謬）(s, t). 
Thus we obtain that 
Fほxxい）-(x)F* = (1R 恥）（（元yXい）(x)⑧ id)((1R 叩）＝（（元'(Xい） @ id) (6 (X)) 
for al x E K(X, G). For any f EL尺切 wethen have 
叫 xxい）-x :X) (パf)F*= J J('r)(Fけxx入ザ(x)F*)(F(l<21いFりdrc 
=(Fげxx入Anx)F*)(F(l0 J f(r氏 dr)F*)= (Fげxx入Anx)F*)(lRMf)c 
= ((nx Xい） Rid)(J(x))(lRM1)= ((五 xい）⑧id) (叩(x)(lRM1)),
where f denotes the Fourier transform off. By the definition of (X xrJ,r G) x6 G, we 
see that 
F(元yXい）-((X xrJ,r G) X介◎F* = (X xrJ,r G) Xi5 G. 
Hence it follows from the second duality theorem that (X xrJ,r G) xりG竺 X⑳C(L2(G)), 
where "~" means isomorphic. Since G is abelian (hence amenable), Xx rJ,r!} is identified 
with X xrJ G by元xxい(see[2, Propositi~n 2.13]). Since ix >;_い isG-equivariant, 
it is not hard to show that (X xrJ G) xりG 竺 (XxrJ,r G) X分G. Thus we see that 
(X X rJG) X rjG~X ⑧ C(L2(G)). ロ
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